
OVERVIEW

Bromium stops what others miss
Bromium protects endpoints by creating hardware-isolated 
micro-VMs that secure every user task, from surfing the web 
to opening emails and downloading attachments. Tasks 
are separated from each other and the rest of the system 
inside the micro-VMs to keep threats contained. When a task 
is closed, the task micro-VM and any threat it contained, is 
disposed of without any breach. 

Application isolation provides benefits that cannot be matched 
by traditional detect-to-protect solutions:

• Endpoints don’t get owned

• Hardware-enforced security

• Real-time threat intelligence
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In chemical terms, radium differs little from barium;  
the salts of these two elements are isomorphic, while 
those of radium are usually less soluble than the barium salts.

Whether it is the cure for cancer, code for your new project, or the outline of a book you’re writing, protecting what’s 
yours is our business. 

Bromium uses virtualization-based security to isolate your applications, stopping attacks in real time, protecting your 
organization from ransomware, malware and other threats. 

BROMIUM STOPS THREATS THAT OTHER SOLUTIONS MISS
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BROMIUM PROTECTED APP
Protect your most valuable IP
Bromium Protected App uses hardware-enforced virtualization on the endpoint, 
creating total isolation for the client application and securing the network 
connection to the server application that’s hosting your most critical IP. 

Seamless user experience
Bromium Protected App is like having two PCs in one, both housed in the same box, 
using the same screen, keyboard, and other peripheral devices, but completely 
isolated from one another – down to the hardware level.

Compromised endpoints don’t pose a risk
Compromised endpoints don’t pose any risk to the partitioned application and 
the sensitive data it contains. Access is only allowed via the protected VM, which 
remains isolated from the Windows OS, along with any malware that may infect it.

BROMIUM SECURE PLATFORM

Virtualization-based security
Bromium micro-virtualization technology uses a purpose-built Xen-based security-focused Hypervisor we call the Bromium 
Microvisor. We take advantage of the hardware features that are built into Intel®, AMD® CPUs to run each task in a single-use 
hardware-isolated container.

Secure, user-centric web browsing
Bromium Secure Browsing isolates web-borne threats and browser 
exploits using hardware-enforced micro-VMs, so you don’t 
have to rely on detection alone or restrictive website blacklists.

Secure inbound file downloads and access
Bromium Secure Files uses hardware-enforced micro-virtualization to 
isolate malicious threats hidden within inbound files and documents, 
including email attachments, web downloads, and USB files.

Comprehensive monitoring and analysis
Bromium Secure Monitoring delivers real-time alerts with 
complete forensic intelligence for each attack, providing real-
time endpoint visibility to security teams.
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